HEATS  COOLS
and furnishes
year around
HOT WATER
too!

A SINGLE COMPACT UNIT
GAS OR OIL
WITHIN THE PRICE RANGE
OF EVERY HOME OWNER

Comes completely wired and assembled
Available for all types of gases
Hot and Cool air system
3 or 5 ton Air Conditioning capacity
air or water cooled
Uses 1 to 1.25 gal. nozzle for oil
3½ to 4 GPM of Hot Water at 140 or
better, continuously . . .
or 200 gals/hour
Space Saver for Builders
(24” x 36” — 66” high)
zero clearance
20% to 25% cheaper operation

A. F. EPTING APPLIANCE COMPANY
2116 THRIFT ROAD CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
FRanklin 6-1641

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS IN THE CAROLINAS
As shown in the McClintock School above, versatile Architectural Porcelain window wall construction has been used. Time was saved because complete panel-window units were installed in one simple operation. Insulation was “built-in” at the factory. Cost less, too, because all masonry back-up was eliminated.

In addition, Architectural Porcelain offers unlimited opportunity in architectural design. It is available in a wide range of colors and textures. And because Davidson Architectural Porcelain is a vitreous coating fused to heavy gauge steel—it is PERMANENT. It can not fade or crack. Maintenance is zero.

There’s probably the “perfect spot” for Davidson Architectural Porcelain in your next window wall or facing job. Call or write BECO today for full information.

Call or Write BECO Today . . . Or if you prefer, send preliminary plans for study. Experienced BECO engineers will gladly call on you, or return your plans promptly with helpful suggestions. No obligation, of course.
The truth about Concrete Masonry is proven by this example in Wilson, N. C. Yes, finer Homes, at lower cost, low upkeep and lasting beauty can't be beat anywhere. Call on the N. C. Masonry Association member in your area.

N. C. CONCRETE MASONRY ASSN.
1411 Insurance Bldg. Phone 3-6357
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

EXPANDED-CLAY AND SHALE AGGREGATE

it makes BETTER LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCKS
AND LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE

For Better Building

CAROLINA TUFF-LITE CORPORATION
P. O. BOX 432 PHONE 188
SALISBURY, N. C.

ARCHITECTURAL CALENDAR


APRIL 4: Charlotte Council of Architects. Thackers Restaurant, Charlotte.


APRIL 9-10: National Housing Conference. Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C.


MAY 15-18: American Institute of Architects. 88th annual convention. Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.
YOUR ANSWER TO

... SPEED
... ECONOMY
and FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION

"Bonded Warehouses & Transit, Inc."

90,000 Sq. Ft.

architect: C. W. Connelly, AIA
contractor: J. A. Jones Construction Co.

Roof columns, girders and standard COMP-CO "Double tee" roof units erected in record time of 14 days. Prestressed concrete is your answer to fast, safe and quality construction.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ALL TYPES

- FIRE SAFE
- LONG SPANS
- PERMANENT
- ATTRACTIVE
- FAST ERECTION
- MODERATE COST
- TESTED DESIGN
- LOW MAINTENANCE

Engineers and architects are accepting prestressed concrete where it is available, and finding it doing the job desired. It is being specified because of its superior qualities.

The precasting of prestressed concrete products has become a great new industry. It has made possible efficient building prefabrication such as never seen before. New techniques are developing monthly. We will keep you informed.

For further information write or call

CONCRETE MATERIALS, INC.
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

P. O. Box 5290
Dial EDison 3-8671

123 Creosote Rd.
The LATEST in DECORATIVE LIGHTING
by KURT VERSEN

NO VISIBLE TRIM in kurt versen's NEW Radix!

- no visible trim on ceiling—a perfectly smooth ceiling, without special plastering or handling.
- top or bottom servicing—standard on all units, with maximum ease of replacing lamps.
- practically invisible light source—dramatic lighting effects, at maximum efficiency.
- baffled down-light or adjustable beam models available for widest applications.
- all electrical work at one time—cuts installation costs in half, because of kurt versen cost-reducing detachable yoke construction and no-frame installation.

WRITE OR CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND LITERATURE

Wm. B. Gile & Associates
REPRESENTING: KIRLIN, KURT VERSEN, LIGHTING PRODUCTS; MAJOR
117 East Third St. — FR 5-5843 — CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
BRANCH OFFICE: 2803 FLOYD AVE—4-3647—RICHMOND, VA.

When Your Clients Talk Air Conditioning—Remember This...

- Carrier is the oldest and largest manufacturer in the field
- Carrier can air condition anything...from one small room to a many-storied structure
- Carrier has a strong, state-wide distributor-dealer organization which willingly puts its experience and service facilities to work for you, your contractor, your client

Carrier distributors and dealer areas in North Carolina:

AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
481 English St., Greensboro

STAH-L-RIDER DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
500 Hoke St., Raleigh

THE CARRIER RESIDENTIAL WEATHERMAKER—*heats with gas or oil *cools with electric refrigeration *fits in ten square feet *installs in utility room, basement, closet *needs no water
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YOU ASKED FOR IT . . . MR. ARCHITECT

A Horizontal WATER HEATER
For The Home
For beneath the floor installation

SAVES over 4 Sq. Ft.
OF VALUABLE FLOOR SPACE

Available in 30, 42 and 52 gallon capacities.
Heavily insulated for low cost operation.
New extended service and warranty plans on all models.
Five and Ten Year Warranty.
Deluxe models can be furnished with hot dipped galvanized or Vitaglas lined tanks.

NOTE: This Space Saver model can also be installed in an upright position.

A. F. EPTING APPLIANCE COMPANY
2116 THRIFT ROAD CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

This letter is in response to a comment by a new member and is quoted in full.

"My dear fellow Architect:
In reply to your question concerning the value of the American Institute of Architects to the small office, may I say to you that it is for us the Institute exists.
The larger competent offices would not seem to feel the need of such an organization. Yet almost without exception they too recognize its contributing value. How much more can it mean to a small office to have this integrating contact with others in the same endeavor. Most Architects' offices are small. Their practice is a very personal matter. How can an individual best meet the overwhelming scope of competitive life and continue his efforts to improve his service to the public?
The fact that those Architects who are members of the Institute enjoy a little higher average income is established by recent surveys. (See "The Architect at Mid-Century"). Would this not indicate a demand for better service and the acceptance of its cost? The demand for better service requires a corresponding maximum effort at improvement. For the majority in any profession this is accomplished better by sharing knowledge and experience through a cooperative fellowship.
The Institute is our professional "college". It is not compulsory that we attend its opportunities even after we are "enrolled" but they exist for us.
May I invite you, for the North Carolina Chapter, to begin the enjoyment of your privileges at our Regional Conference in Durham-Raleigh-Chapel Hill on April 12-14. Approximately one thousand interested persons will be meeting together, sharing the knowledge and experience of great leaders in architecture and engineering, examining new materials and methods of construction in architecture—all in an atmosphere of fellowship. Let this be your introduction to other similar opportunities.
Although you may be a "Freshman" in the Institute, let me say too that this is one school from which we need never graduate. The nostalgic thrill of new vistas of knowledge in your chosen profession can be yours for all the years ahead. As your competence and contributions increase, so will your compensation—spiritual and otherwise.
The complete life must be accompanied by a feeling of maximum possible achievement. In our profession the American Institute of Architects is a great assistance to that goal. It is not merely a name or the initials "AIA", however, it is an instrument at hand which must be used by you to be of value to you.
Sincerely,
F. Carter Williams, President
N. C. Chapter AIA"
P. S. The Institute will be 100 years old in 1957. The following is quoted from Sec. 2 of the By-Laws:
"The objects of the American Institute of Architects shall be to organize and unite in fellow-
(Continued on page 28)
For The Contemporary House

**UNIVERSAL "VIEW" WINDOW UNITS are a MUST!**

Designed and manufactured to the most exacting specifications, these smart window units are made in a variety of sizes for use in any room of the house.

All units are constructed of structurally strong fir and are equipped with under-the-screen Roto Operators . . . or Push Bars where economy is paramount.

Completely weatherstripped for economy and comfort.

Universal Panels are integrally built . . . no inside or outside mullion trim to buy or apply.

**FOR DETAILED INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL**

**UNIVERSAL WINDOW CORP.**

3200 SOUTH BOULEVARD, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

69 MANGUM STREET SW, ATLANTA, GA.
ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR REGIONAL CONFERENCE

Twenty outstanding speakers in the fields of architecture, engineering, education, and public life will headline the program for the annual South Atlantic District Regional Conference of the American Institute of Architects, which will be held at the Washington Duke Hotel in Durham, April 12-13-14, 1956. In addition, a varied program of entertainment will be presented.

The theme of the regional conference will be "New Materials and Construction in Architecture" and the North Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of Architects will serve as sponsor for the meeting.

Among the speakers to appear on the program will be Jose Luis Sert, Dean of the Graduate School of Design of Harvard University and an internationally-known city planner and author; George Bain Cummings, FAIA, President of the American Institute of Architects; Pier Luigi Nervi of Rome, Italy, one of the world's top structural engineers; Mario Salvadori, Professor of Civil Engineering at Columbia University and well-known consulting structural engineer; Herbert C. Millkey, AIA, of Atlanta, Ga., Regional Director of AIA; Garrett Eckbo, Professor of Landscape Architecture at the University of Southern California; George Boas, Chairman of the Department of Philosophy The Johns Hopkins University and former President of the American Philosophical Society; Clifton Beckwith of Raleigh, attorney, poet and lecturer; Paul Weidlinger, New York consulting engineer and member of the faculty at MIT; R. T. A. Johnson, Chief of the Division of Physics and
Engineering of the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory; Albert G. H. Dietz, Professor of Building Engineering and Construction of MIT; Alonzo Harriman, AIA, architect, author and lecturer of Auburn, Maine; Walter A. Taylor, AIA, Director of the American Institute of Architects; L. Y. Ballentine, Commissioner of Agriculture and former Lieutenant-Governor of North Carolina; John Ekin Dinwiddie, AIA, Dean and Professor of Architectural Design of Tulane University; Charles M. Goodman, AIA, Washington, D.C., practicing architect; Frank G. Lopez, AIA, Senior Editor of Architectural Record; E. J. Evans, Mayor of Durham; Fred B. Wheeler, Mayor of Raleigh, and Oliver K. Cornwell, Mayor of Chapel Hill.

Among the outstanding events will be the dedication of Brooks Hall, new home of the School of Design of North Carolina State College; tours of Duke University and the Duke Gardens; the Duke Engineers Show; a building products exhibit; tour of Raleigh and outstanding Raleigh buildings; tour of Chapel Hill and the University of North Carolina, including a visit to Morehead Planetarium; tour to the Chesterfield and Lucky Strike cigarette factories and the Erwin Cotton Mills; square dancing; a barbecue, and a final ball.

Outstanding architectural work will be selected by a jury composed of Frank G. Lopez, AIA; Dean John Ekin Dinwiddie, AIA; and Charles M. Goodman, AIA. Awards will be announced at the banquet Saturday night.

Committees in charge of the regional conferences are as follows: William Henley Deitrick, FAIA, General Chairman; Archie Royal Davis, AIA, Durham Chairman; Henry L. Kamphoefner, AIA, Raleigh Chairman; James M. Webb, AIA, Chapel Hill Chairman; Robert W. Etheridge, Jr., AIA, Secretary; Richard L. Rice, AIA, Treasurer; John C. Knight, AIA, Publicity and Printing; J. McP. Pruden, AIA, and Kenneth Scott, AIA, Registration; Kenneth B. Jennings, AIA, Building Products Exhibit; Louise Hall, AIA, Architectural Exhibit; George Watts Carr, AIA, Hospitality; George F. Hackney, AIA, Transportation; Edward W. R. Waugh, AIA, Speakers; and Macon Smith, AIA, Student Activities.

The South Atlantic District is composed of AIA Chapters as follows: North Carolina, South Carolina, South Georgia, Georgia, Augusta (Ga), Palm Beach (Fla.), Florida South, Florida North Central, Florida North, Florida Central, Daytona Beach (Fla.), and Broward County (Fla.).

Among the outstanding speakers are:


* * *


* * *

ALBERT G. H. DIETZ: Born Lorain, Ohio, 1908. AB, Miami University (Ohio) 1930. SB, MIT, 1932. Sc.D., MIT, 1941. Currently Professor of Building Engineering and Construction, MIT. Member MIT faculty since 1934. Consultant on leave Forest Products Laboratory, 1942. Field Service Consultant on leave Office of Scientific Research and Development, 1944-45. Member, Solar Energy Committee, MIT. Director, Plastics Research Laboratory, MIT, Impact Program, MIT, and Adhesives Laboratory, MIT. Member, Beta Theta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa Associates, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Tau Kappa Alpha, Blue Key, American Society for Testing Materials; Committee C-19 on Structural Sandwich Construction, Committee D-20 on Plastics, Committee D-14 on Adhesives, Society of the Plastics Industry, Plastic Films Committee, Committee on Methods of Test, Chairman, Committee on Plastics Education. American Society of Civil Engineers: Committee on Timber Structures, Committee on Mechanics of Materials. Structural Defense Committee of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Fellow, American Society for the Advancement of Science. Forest Products Research Society. American Institute of Physics. Boston Society of Civil Engineers. Society for Experimental Stress Analysis. Former National Director, Society of Plastics Engineers. ASME. ASEE. AIMME. Mem-

(Continued on page 29)
A campus type layout with open corridors, with the various units having different floor elevations solved the problem of a rolling campus site for the Sedgefield Junior High School of the Charlotte City School System.

Designed by Sloan & Wheatley, AIA, of Charlotte, the building's exterior walls are composed of brick, concrete block and porcelain enamel panels in combination with steel double hung sash. The structural system uses precast concrete beams and
columns. The architects found that this type of construction lends itself to rapid completion of such projects. This particular school was completed in eight months from the letting date. The interior partitions are painted solite blocks, while the floors are asphalt tile on concrete poured on grade. The roof is 20-year tar and gravel on gypsum deck on steel bar joists. The ceiling is finished with acoustical tile.
A memorial building to serve as headquarters for the North Carolina Department of the Veterans of Foreign Wars will be constructed in High Point in the near future.

The proposed building was designed by Coffey & Olson, AIA, of Lenoir for the North Carolina Department, VFW.

The building will serve as an appropriate memorial to the war dead of North Carolina.

The main entrance foyer will be the central feature of the structure, which will have a limestone exterior. A bronze plaque will be erected to the left of the main entrance, depicting the men and women who gave their lives in the nation's last four wars. The plaque will be illuminated at night.

The interior of the foyer will have a terrazzo floor, tile wainscot, and plaster wall with lighted translucent ceiling. Life-size photo murals of actual battle scenes will be placed on the walls above the tile wainscot. There will also be a memorial niche in which relatives of any war dead will be able to place a metal plate bearing the name of their departed kin.

Leading from the foyer will be an assembly hall, ladies assembly or banquet hall, kitchen, conference rooms, rest rooms, and administrative offices, all of practical construction.
Covering approximately 55,000 square feet, this new plant for The Capital Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc., of Raleigh, is located approximately two miles south of Raleigh on Highway 15-A. The building will contain all the facilities necessary for production, handling, storage, and sales for Raleigh and vicinity.

The architects, Edwards, McKimmon & Etheredge, AIA, of Raleigh, have used basic building materials, expressing the structural steel shapes, and precast concrete panels in conjunction with heat-absorbing glass panel walls, with brick at the sides and rear.

Inside the sales offices plywood paneling is used to add warmth in contrast to the painted concrete walls in the production and storage areas. The entire plant is acoustically treated to reduce production noises. Visitors to the plant will enter a lobby with a stone floor and plywood panel walls, from which they will be able to view the bottling operation six feet below through a glass wall at the south end of the lobby.

Planned with the necessary area that will be needed within the next ten years, storage and repair sections for 64 trucks are provided in the rear portion of the plant with production and air-conditioned offices across the front.
RESIDENCE FOR
MR. and MRS. H. P. SPRUILL
WINDSOR

Harry J. Harles, AIA
ROCKY MOUNT

Informal outdoor living with a degree of privacy was the principal objective of the owner in the residence designed by Harry J. Harles, AIA, of Rocky Mount for Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Spruill of Windsor.

The site was bounded by the main approach street at the front and a secondary approach street at the rear, with existing homes at either end. The property was elevated considerably above the main approach and contained some beautiful trees.

The owner desired privacy from the main approach and the two end views and wished to take advantage of the existing trees where possible, centering the informal living area and the children's play area at the rear of the house.

In order to obtain the number of rooms desired, a two-story solution was the most practical solution. A bi-axial plan seemed the best answer to the demands of orientation and privacy in the principal rooms. The recreation room was separated from the main body of the house for noise control and for more adaptable use of indoor and outdoor
space. Porches were placed outside the master bedroom and guest room on the second floor to insure privacy at the ends of the sleeping wing. The living room wall was fitted with sliding glass doors to permit indoor-outdoor entertaining. The terrace was placed adjacent to the living and recreation room area for maximum flexibility of use.

Exterior walls are of roman brick and cypress boards. Floors are resilient tile, flagstone and carpeting. Radiant panel heating is used in the first floor slab, with wall fin radiation for the second floor. Walls and ceiling are plastered, with some use of vertical board paneling and exposed masonry.
SOUTH ATLANTIC DISTRICT
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

REGIONAL CONFERENCE
APRIL 12, 13, 14, 1956

HOTEL WASHINGTON DUKE, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

OFFICIAL PROGRAM

THURSDAY, APRIL 12

MORNING

8:00 Registration
Registration will continue throughout the morning
Main Lobby Washington Duke Hotel

9:00 Exhibits open
Building Products Exhibit
Architectural Exhibit
Hotel Mezzanine and Armory

10:00 Opening Meeting of Regional Conference
Wm. Henley Deitrick, FAIA, Chairman, Presiding

10:10 Walter A. Taylor, AIA, Message from the Octagon

10:30 Alonzo Harriman, AIA, Keynote Speech

11:30 Prof. Albert G. H. Dietz, Address, Armory

AFTERNOON

12:30 Luncheon, Herbert C. Millkey, Regional Director, AIA, Presiding
Welcome: Mayor E. J. Evans, Durham
Mayor Fred B. Wheeler, Raleigh
Mayor Oliver K. Cornwell, Chapel Hill
Crystal Ball Room

2:00 Meetings of AIA Chapters, Regional Committees, Regional Executive Council and Students
Locations to be posted on hotel calendar

2:00 OPTION Dedication Brooks Hall, New School of Design Building, Raleigh

3:30 Bus Tour of Duke University and Duke Gardens
Duke Engineers’ Show
College of Engineering

5:00 Visit Building Products Exhibit
Visit Architectural Exhibit
Hotel Mezzanine and Armory

6:00 Cocktails
Wedgewood Room

7:00 Dinner—F. Carter Williams, AIA, President, North Carolina Chapter, AIA, Presiding
Welcome Address—The Honorable Lynton Y. Ballentine, Commissioner of Agriculture of North Carolina
President’s Address—George Bain Cummings, FAIA, President, The American Institute of Architects
Crystal Ball Room

9:00 Visit Building Products and Architectural Exhibits
FRIDAY, APRIL 13

MORNING
8:00 Registration Continues
9:00 Building Products and Architectural Exhibits Open
9:30 General Meeting—Archie Royal Davis, AIA, Chairman, Durham Committee, Presiding
R. T. A. Johnson, Speaker Armory
10:45 Visit Building Products and Architectural Exhibits
11:45 Busses leave for Raleigh
9:20 OPTION Busses leave for Raleigh
10:00 Pier Nervi interpreted by Mario Salvadori
N. C. State College, Pullen Hall
12:30 Luncheon—Dean Henry L. Kamphoefner, AIA, Chairman, Raleigh Committee, Presiding
Design Festival, N. C. State College School of Design
N. C. State College Union

AFTERNOON
1:45 Panel Discussion
Pier Nervi, Jose Luis Sert, Garrett Eckbo, Mario Salvadori, George Boas, Moderator
N. C. State College, Pullen Hall
3:45 Tour of Raleigh (leaves from College Union)
Macon Smith, AIA, Chairman, Student Activities Committee
6:15 Return to Durham
6:45 Visit Building Products and Architectural Exhibits
7:15 Busses leave Washington Duke Hotel for Turnage’s
7:30 Cocktails
8:30 Barbecue Supper
Square Dance

SATURDAY, APRIL 14

MORNING
9:00 Building Products and Architectural Exhibits Open
9:30 General Meeting: E. W. Waugh, AIA, Speakers’ Chairman, presiding
Paul Weidlinger
11:00 Mario Salvadori
11:40 Summary: Alonzo Harriman, AIA
Armory
Visit Building Products and Architectural Exhibits
12:00 Leave on Busses for Chapel Hill

AFTERNOON
1:00 Luncheon: James Webb, AIA, Chairman, Chapel Hill
Committee, presiding
Carolina Inn
8:00 Planetarium Show, University of North Carolina
Morehead Planetarium
3:00 Tour of Chapel Hill, beginning with exhibit of student
and alumni work—10th Anniversary of Department
of City and Regional Planning, University of North
Carolina
Main Floor Planetarium
4:30 Return to Durham
5:00 Visit Building Products and Architectural Exhibits
6:00 Cocktails
Wedgewood Room
7:00 Banquet: F. Carter Williams, AIA, Presiding
Honor Awards Announcement and Recognition
Address: Clifton Beckwith
Crystal Ball Room
10:00 Dance
to
1:00 Woody Hayes and his Orchestra
Crystal Ball Room

LADIES PROGRAM

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 12
2:30 Conducted bus tour of Duke University and visit to
Sarah P. Duke Garden of the University

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 13, 1956
12:00 Option Lunch at Hope Valley Country Club, Durham
Tour of Raleigh (see program)

Ladies are invited to attend all events on the program. The
above special activities have been arranged in lieu of some
of the regular events.
CONSTRUCTION MAY EXCEED $60 BILLION IN 1956

The construction industry may exceed $60 billion dollars in 1956 after smashing all previous records in 1955 for the tenth consecutive year, according to a survey just completed by the Associated General Contractors of America. In 1955, structures put in place were valued at $57 billions, again making construction the nation's largest post-war production activity.

Far outstripping all predictions in 1955, the gain of $5 billion over the previous year was the most spectacular since 1951, representing an increase of almost 10 per cent over the tremendous 1954 performance record.

The total, consisting of an estimated $42.2 billion in new construction and $15 billion in the maintenance and repair of existing facilities, accounted for about 15 per cent of the gross national product and more than 15 per cent of the country's total employment.

In addition, investment by the federal government in overseas construction—principally in bases for the armed forces and other defense facilities—exceeded $1½ billion in 1955, the AGC estimated.

Basic Assumption for 1956

The association divided its estimate of the 1956 potential into $44.5 billion for new construction and $15.5 billion in maintenance and repair work, excluding federal construction overseas. Major factors are anticipations of continuing gains in private non-residential building, more than offsetting a mild decline in housing activity, and of a steadily mounting volume of state and local public works of all kinds.

The $60 billion potential is predicated on indications of a continued high level of economic activity, an increasing backlog of construction requirements, and continued large numbers of bond issue approvals; and assumptions of the availability of adequate investment funds, increased production of materials to alleviate shortages, a moderate rise in costs, and no major work stoppages or international complications.

The AGC, representing more than 6,500 leading construction firms of all types throughout the United States and Alaska, which perform the majority of the nation's contract construction at home and abroad, based its year-end review and outlook on a study of authoritative private sources and official governmental statistics.

1955 Volume Underestimated

The dramatic increase in construction during
1955 was substantially underestimated in most major forecasts, ranging from $38.75 billion in new new construction to the most optimistic forecast of $40 billion by the AGC, which also had estimated total construction at $56 billion.

The scope of the increase is demonstrated by the fact that construction activity, which had reached boom proportions in 1954 while other major segments of the economy were declining, surged even closer to 15 per cent of the gross national product in 1955 when most segments of the national economy were rising markedly. Thus, more than one dollar out of every seven spent for goods and services in the United States was invested in construction.

Further indicating the importance of this segment of the economy, more than 9.8 million persons, or over 15 per cent of the total average employment for the year, were employed directly and indirectly through construction activity. Direct construction employment totaled about 4,750,000, and the remainder were employed in activities servicing construction in the fields of distribution, transportation and manufacturing.

Major Categories, 1955
The $42.2 billion volume of new construction in 1955 was more than 12 per cent above the revised figure of $37.6 billion recorded for 1954, with private work accounting for most of the increase.

Private outlays totaled an unprecedented $30.1 billion, more than 16 per cent over 1954, paced by a 21 per cent increase in residential expenditures to a total of $16.3 billion, reflecting continued favorable mortgage opportunities throughout most of the year. More than 1,300,000 private residential units were placed under construction, second only to the peak year of 1950.

Industrial construction, instead of declining as predicted in all forecasts except that of the AGC, climbed 14 per cent to $2.4 billion under the influence of favorable profit positions and market prospects. Commercial construction, passing the $3 billion mark, exceeded 1954 outlays by 38 per cent, and construction expenditures by privately-owned public utilities continued in a record-breaking proportions of recent years, climbing slightly to $4.5 billion.

In the lesser private categories, religious construction increased 25 per cent of $740 million and others with the exception of educational rose steadily, offsetting a 10 per cent decline in farm construction, which has dropped continuously since its peak year in 1952.

Local Public Works Mount
State and local public works increased their dominance in the public construction field, accounting for 70 per cent of the $12.1 billion public construction total, compared with 65 per cent in...
1954. These categories accounted for the 2.5 per cent public construction increase over last year's volume, more than offsetting a drastic reduction in federal atomic energy facility construction, and a continued decline in conservation and development.

Public education outlays increased 15 per cent to $2.5 billion, and federal studies indicated 66-300 classrooms would be completed during the current school year, as compared with 60,000 in the 1954-55 period. Highway construction rose 9 per cent to $4.1 billion, and the provision of sewerage and water facilities increased by 10 per cent, topping $1 billion for the first time.

1956 Outlook by Types

The high level of construction under way at the end of 1955 provides a strong thrust for a large volume in 1956. While the rate of residential starts has begun tapering off, the outlook is bright for practically all major categories of non-residential construction.

The $44.5 billion potential of new construction should consist of about $31.1 billion in private work, an increase of more than 3 per cent, and $13.4 billion in public construction, a gain of almost 11 per cent over 1955. In the private categories, the commercial and industrial volume outlooks are brightest, while state and local public works are expected to continue their ascent in the public total.

Residential — Private residential expenditures, which rose heavily in 1955 under the influence of new family formations and easy mortgage credit, may fall slightly to around $16 billion as the result of a general tightening in money supply and steps taken by the government to curb credit. A somewhat similar situation in 1951 resulted in a moderate reduction in the number of dwellings placed under construction from the peak year of 1950. However, any early easings of mortgage opportunities in 1956 could sustain the current high level of residential construction, thereby increasing total construction volume.

Business—Projection of plans for plant and equipment expenditures into the first quarter of 1956 at the record-breaking rate of $31.5 billion a year strengthens possibilities that industrial construction will increase 17 per cent to about $2.8 billion, and that commercial construction will approach $3.8 billion, an increase of about 23 per cent over 1955.

Among factors influencing industrial volume are the mammoth longrange expansion program of the steel industry and other expansion and modernization plans by such groups as cement, chemicals and automobiles.

Booming commercial construction will continue to be influenced heavily by service and shopping needs of mushrooming residential communities in the suburbs. While store remodeling and modernization may level off, the growth in new store con-
construction should increase. For example, the National Association of Retail Grocers expects its members alone to build at least 10,000 new stores in 1956—about 2,700 more than they constructed in 1955.

Privately-owned public utilities are expected to maintain their large volume of improvement and expansion expenditures of recent years, at the rate of about $4.5 billion. Within this group, the largest increase is expected in railroads which apparently have planned new improvement programs after a two-year decline.

Other Private—In the lesser categories, religious construction, which increased 25 per cent in 1955, is expected to rise by another 22 per cent to $900 million. Modest increases may occur in social recreational, hospital and institutional, and miscellaneous private construction. The darkest spot in the private categories is farm construction, which may continue a decline of 8 per cent to $1.3 billion, based on declining income.

Federal—Further decreases in federal construction expenditures are anticipated by the government, principally as the result of an expected decline of more than 30 per cent in its industrial program, to about $500 million, due to completion of a large part of its current atomic energy facility program. On the other hand, military and naval construction are expected to continue increasing for the second year, reaching about $1.5 billion, a gain of 15 per cent. Conservation and development construction, which has been trending downward since 1950, is expected to increase by 13 per cent, to about $675 million.

State and Local—As the dominant part of public construction, state and local public works, consisting principally of highways, schools and other community facilities, are expected to total more than 70 per cent of public expenditures in 1956, approaching $10 billion.

Highway construction is expected to rise $500 million this year to a total of $4.6 billion, without consideration of any expanded program that might be approved by the Congress, which would show its effect later.

The mounting pressure for new classrooms to accommodate rapidly increasing school enrollments and replace obsolete facilities should push public educational construction some 12 per cent ahead of 1955 activity to about $2.8 billion, not taking
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**F. Graham Williams Co.**

**INCORPORATED**

"Beautiful and Permanent Building Materials"

**Atlanta, Georgia**

**ESTABLISHED 1910**

**OFFICES AND YARD**

1690 BOULEVARD, N. E.
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**ARNOLD STONE CO.**

GREENSBORO, N. C. PHONE 2-1194

**Pioneers in the Manufacture of**

**STRUCTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS**

- LITH-I-BAR JOIST
- CHANNELCRETE SLABS
- PRESTRESSED JOIST
- TECTUM ROOF PLANK AND TILE
- F & A FLOOR AND ROOF SYSTEMS
- TONGUE & GROOVE NAILABLE PLANKS
into account any new federal aid legislation that may be enacted.

Sewerage and water facilities, based on bond issue approvals, are expected to continue rising at the rate of more than 10 per cent, to about $1.2 billion, still far below requirements of growing communities and a swelling population.

Influences on Construction

Although construction activity has been dramatic in size in recent years, its volume has seemed more spectacular because its growth has been steady since the end of World War II, when compared with substantial fluctuations in the entire national economy as measured by gross national product, the association noted.

This uniform growth, when unhampered by regulation, thus has served as an effective stabilizer in the economy, as demonstrated particularly in 1954 when other major segments of economic activity were declining or leveling off.

Consisting of about 15 per cent of the gross national product at the present time, construction activity is beginning to occupy the position it had in the national economy during the middle 'twenties when it accounted for more than 15 per cent of the nation's production of goods and services. Considering this position as normal in prosperous times, total construction volume should attain a conservative estimate of $75 billion annually within the next decade if economists' predictions of a $500 billion economy materialize.

A recent study by the Department of Commerce reveals that the 1955 rate of state and local public works construction would need to be more than doubled to meet estimated requirements during the next 10 years. Valued at $204 billion in 1954 prices, needs by 1965 are listed as: Highways, $2 billion; public and private schools, $41.5 billion; hospitals and institutions, $22 billion; water and sewerage facilities, $25.3 billion; and miscellaneous public works, $23 billion.

The surge in state and local public works to attain these needs in some measure is expected to continue for several years.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
(Continued from page 9)

ship the Architects of the United States of America; to combine their efforts so as to promote the aesthetic, scientific, and practical efficiency of the profession; to advance the science and art of planning and building by advancing the standards of architectural education, training, and practice; to coordinate the building industry and the profession of architecture to insure the advancement of the living standards of our people through their improved environment; and to make the profession of ever-increasing service to society.
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
(Continued from page 12)

Desmond Fitzgerald Medal, Boston Society of Civil Engineers. Richard Templin Award, ASTM.

* * *


* * *

MARIO SALVADORI: Born Rome, Italy, 1907. CE D, 1930. Math D. 1933. Member of the staff University of Rome School of Architecture and School of Engineering 1933-38. Currently Professor of Civil Engineering, Columbia University & Associate, Paul Weidlinger, Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y. Lecturer in architecture, Princeton University. Visiting lecturer and critic, School of Design, North Carolina State College. Author of three books on engineering mathematics and over 50 papers on structures and mechanics.

* * *

PAUL WEIDLINGER: Graduate of Swiss Polytechnic Institute 1937. After practice in Europe with Le Corbusier, worked in South America as chief engineer of architectural engineering and contracting concern, designing and building about 400 reinforced concrete structures. In 1942, as Chief Engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation of Bolivia, designed the Pilcomayo Dam and water control system. Since 1943, in U. S. A., Chief Civil Engineer of Atlas Aircraft and later division director at National Housing Agency, Washington, D. C. Since 1947, consulting engineer with offices in New York and Washington, D. C. During this period, designed various large structures for private industry and Army and Air Force bases and installations in the U. S. A., and Far East. Published various technical papers and articles, and contributor to Encyclopedia Americana. Lectured at Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia University and University of Illinois. At present time, lecturer on structural design at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University. Member: American Society of Civil Engineers, American Concrete Institute, International Associ-
LEVOLOR
VENETIAN BLINDS
Available in a wide range of neutral and decorator colors including: Linen Fresh, Mother-of-Pearl, Lace and Wood Grain
Ambassador Venetians
MANUFACTURERS - REFINISHING - CLEANING
1009 ELIZABETH AVE. • CHARLOTTE 6, N. C.
Phone FRanklin 5-2215

GARDNER & MEIR
• LABORATORY & FIELD SOIL TESTING
• SOIL BORING
• ROCK DRILLING
• REPORTS
Phone: 21636
DURHAM, N. C.

STEEL
• STRUCTURAL STEEL • CONCRETE REINFORCING BARS • ORNAMENTAL & MISCELLANEOUS IRON
• FENESTRA STEEL WINDOWS, DOORS, ROOF DECK & BUILDING PANELS • FIAT TOILET PARTITIONS
• WILLIAMSBURG CUSTOM HOLLOW METAL DOORS & FRAMES • LUDMAN ALUMINUM AUTO-LOK WINDOWS & JALOUSIES • MOESCHL EDWARDS STEEL ROLLING DOORS.
SOUTHERN ENGINEERING COMPANY
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

For Quality Block
Contact
Hoke Concrete Works
PHONE 721
RAEFORD, N. C.
MEMBER NORTH CAROLINA CONCRETE MASONRY ASSN.

H & S LUMBER COMPANY
• CURTIS WOODWORK • BIRD ROOFING
Manufacturers of Quality Special Millwork
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

SNOW LUMBER COMPANY
Quality MILLWORK Since 1880
HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA

CHAS. A. TORRENCE
ESTABLISHED 1916
BLUE PRINTS
BLUE LINE PRINTS
PHOTO COPIES
TEL. ED 3-5702
214 LATTA ARCADE
CHARLOTTE, N. C.


NOW, Design Includes Weather!

Year-'round air conditioning is not only possible. It is now practical and economical with the amazing new heat pump. Uses only air and electricity.

COOLS in summer

DRIES in damp weather

HEATS in winter

CLEANS air continually

ODORLESS

FLAMELESS

CLEAN

You are invited to call on our residential consultant for information.

DÜKE POWER COMPANY

Serving the Piedmont Carolinas.
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COCHRAN JOINS STAFF OF
BRICK AND TILE SERVICE

Marion R. Cochran, formerly Assistant Public Works Director for the City of High Point, has joined the engineering staff of Brick & Tile Service, of Greensboro, according to an announcement by H. B. Foster, General Manager of the Service. Cochran will work throughout North Carolina as a field engineer, specializing in the design and application of reinforced brick masonry.

Foster said, "Cochran is joining our staff because of the tremendous amount of work now being done in the RBM field. In the past two years, many new uses have been found for RBM, especially in the hydraulic engineering and municipal engineering fields. Cochran will provide an additional service to architecture, engineers, and contractors interested in these fields."

Cochran, a native of Newton, is a veteran of World War II and a graduate of North Carolina State College of Civil Engineering. He joined the City of High Point as City Engineer in the summer of 1950 and was promoted to Assistant Public Works Director in 1953. While in High Point, he was a member of the Junior Chamber of Commerce and was elected recently to the Board of Directors of that group. He is married to the former Farish Sizemore of High Point.

DUFF NAMED SECRETARY
BY MASONRY ASSOCIATION

William P. Duff, Jr., has been named Executive Secretary of the North Carolina Concrete Masonry Association, with headquarters in Raleigh.

Mr. Duff is the son of the late William P. Duff and Mrs. William P. Duff of Raleigh, and was born in Elizabeth City 37 years ago. He attended public school in Elizabeth City and then attended North Carolina State College in Raleigh for four years.

In 1938 and 1939 Bill worked with the North Carolina State Highway Commission as a Junior Resident Engineer on location. In the latter part of 1939 he joined Armco Drainage and Metal Products, Inc., as sales engineer and served in that capacity for approximately 10 years. He spent three years and eight months in the United States Air Force, being released in 1946 with the rank of Major.

In 1949, he joined the staff of the State Board of Education, with the Division of School Planning, which was to supervise and control the newly approved State Bond Issue for school construction. He served as Assistant Director and Engineer for the State Board of Education for six years.
Some local fabricators who build Blumcraft railings:

Greensboro, N. C.: J. D. Wilkins Co.
Raleigh, N. C.: Paden Steel Co.
PLOWDEN Co.
Atlanta, GA.: Calvert Iron Works, Gallion Steel & Co., Harris Wire & Iron Works, Metal Fabricators, Universal Steel Co., Williams Metal Crafts.
Augusta, GA.: Macuch Steel Products Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn.: Standard Iron & Wire Works
Nashville, Tenn.: Engleart Engineering Co.
Nashville Iron & Steel Works.
Knoxville, Tenn.: Pip's Iron Works.

NEW... Low cost adjustable aluminum railings for service stairs... comparable in price to aluminum pipe rail... competitive bidding by your local metal fabricators who build these railings from stock TUBE-LINE fittings and tubing... Blumcraft general catalogue M-56 available to Architects, or consult Sweets file 6e/Blu.
Law-Barrow-Agee
LABORATORIES, INC.
MATERIALS TESTING
SOIL MECHANICS ENGINEERING
TEST BORINGS SOIL TESTING
COMPACtion CONTROL

There is no substitute for experience—
1815 Statesville Ave.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
FRanklin 6-2549
136 Forrest Ave., N.E.
ATLANTA, GA.
Vternal 3588
SAVANNAH—ALBANY—WILMINGTON—TAMPA—BIRMINGHAM

MORE AND MORE ARCHITECTS NOW SPECIFY . . .
- High Insulation Efficiency
- Positive Vapor Barrier
- Odorless and Clean

FIRST IN REFLECTIVE INSULATION

Southernair COMPANY
BOX 1050, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

Peden STEEL Co.
Dial 8828
Box 9514
Raleigh

STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATING
ORNAMENTAL IRON

OFFICE, PLANT AND WAREHOUSE
RALEIGH, N. C.

DUNCAN PRINTMAKERS, INCORPORATED
Reproduction in All Its Phases
DISTRIBUTOR FOR
OZALID
Machines — Sensitized Materials
303 W. 4th St.
Charlotte, N. C.

Monarch is a well established local company with a complete and experienced organization in Elevator Engineering, Manufacturing, Installation and Service. Ask a Monarch owner how 'you get more with Monarch Elevators'.

Phone 2-4563 • Greensboro, N. C.
Phone Edison 4-5971 • Charlotte, N. C.
Offices in Principal Southern Cities

Piedmont Industries
INCORPORATED
MANUFACTURERS OF
all- Flexalum.
VENETIAN BLINDS
AND METAL AWNINGS

Tel. ED 2-1982
FR 5-1132
Charlotte, N. C.
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SCHOOL OF DESIGN PLANS DEDICATION

Brooks Hall, new home of the School of Design at North Carolina State College, will be dedicated in formal rites at the college on Thursday, April 12.

The building is named in honor of the late Dr. Eugene Clyde Brooks, fifth president of North Carolina State College. The dedicatory exercises will include a luncheon on April 12 at 12:30 P.M. and a formal program in the new building at two o'clock.

Dr. Carey H. Bostian, Chancellor of State College, will preside. The principal speaker will be Dr. John W. Shirley, Dean of the Faculty of State College, who will use as his topic, "Mind and Machines."

Others participating will be Dr. I. O. Schaub, former Dean of Agriculture at the college, who will speak on the subject, "E. C. Brooks, the Man"; E. C. Brooks, Jr., Durham Lawyer, who will respond for the family; and Dean Henry L. Kamphoefner, AIA, of State College's School of Design, who will introduce special guests.

Governor Luther H. Hodges will give concluding remarks on behalf of the State of North Carolina.

The dedication will be the opening feature of the eighth annual regional conference of the Southeastern Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture. Approximately 75 teachers from the eight Southeastern schools of architecture will attend the regional meeting. The association meeting will continue on Friday and Saturday. At 10 o'clock on Friday, April 13, the association delegates will hear a talk by Pier Luigi Nervi of Rome, Italy, regarded as the world's leading structural engineer and designer of the famed exhibition hall at Turin. He also designed the UNESCO Building in Paris. Nervi's subject will be "Observations on the Relationship Between Architecture and Construction Techniques."

ARCHITECTS can break this bottleneck!

Planning for future needs comes naturally to an architect. He can visualize and provide for them far better than his client. The "bottleneck" in home wiring today is a prime example of what happens when a client does not heed the architect's recommendations.

Perhaps in this case we can be of service to you in persuading the client that there is wisdom in your counsel of planning ahead. As an architect, you are well aware that the wiring in most homes today was never designed to power the demands of a score of major and minor appliances. Modern homeowners live Electrically but are not wired for it. Wiring, designed for present and future needs, is the solution for these homes as well as those on the drawing board.

The wiring problems you encounter are of natural interest to us, here at C. P. & L. At no obligation whatever, let us work with you to help break this "bottleneck" to modern, comfortable living. Just call your nearest C&P&L office.

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
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ETOWAH BRICK

- Red Face
- Buff Face
- Colonial Sand Finish Red
- Colonial Sand Finish Peach Blossom

THE MOLAND-DRYSDALE CORP.
HENDERSONVILLE, N. C. TEL. 6561

McDevitt & Street Company
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
505 Builders Building
Charlotte, North Carolina

Over 35 Years Continuous Experience in General Construction in the Southeast.

ISENHOUR BRICK & TILE CO., INC.
Complete Lines
Buff, Red Brick & Tile Products
SUBSIDIARY
TAYLOR CLAY PRODUCTS
SALISBURY, N. C.

BORDEN
BRICK & TILE COMPANY
Goldsboro—Sanford—Durham
NORTH CAROLINA

Manufacturers of
FACE BRICK
HOLLOW TILE
COMMON BRICK
STRUCTURAL TILE
BUILD WITH BRICK

Central
LUMBER CO.

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK TO DETAIL IN SOFTWOODS AND HARDWOODS

H. H. BAXTER - J. T. LAND - C. L. KISER

Tel ED 3-1194
300 South Brevard Street
Charlotte, N. C.
Nervi will speak in Italian, but his talk will be translated by Mario Salvadori, Professor of Civil Engineering at Columbia University, who is well-known on the North Carolina State College campus, where he served both as a lecturer for the engineering lectures series and as a visiting lecturer for the School of Design. He translated Nervi’s latest book.

At noon on Friday, the delegates to the regional association conference will hold a luncheon in the State College Union Building and will be joined at the luncheon by the delegates to the South Atlantic District Regional Conference of the American Institute of Architects, which will be held in Durham. The AIA delegates also will attend Nervi’s lecture.

“Present Design Issues” will be the subject of a panel discussion, which will be held Friday afternoon. The moderator will be George Boas, Head of the Department of Philosophy at Johns Hopkins University, former President of the American Philosophical Society and a visiting lecturer for three years in the North Carolina State College School of Design.

Participating in the panel discussion will be Nervi, Salvadori, Garrett Eckbo, noted landscape architect of San Francisco, Calif., and a Professor at the University of Southern California; Jose Sert, architect, author, and Dean of the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University.

Nervi, who will spend 15 days conducting structural seminars for Prof. Eduardo Catalano’s fifth year classes in architecture, is making his first trip to the United States. He will arrive at State College on April 7 and depart April 22.

Dean Kamphoefner arranged Nervi’s trip to America as a result of Prof. Catalano’s visit to Europe a year ago last summer. Joining North Carolina State in sponsoring Nervi’s visit will be MIT, Princeton, and Harvard.

The concluding session of the regional conference of the Southeastern Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture will be held Saturday morning, April 14 when George Boas will speak on “Tradition and Innovation in Art.”

The building includes the renovated D. H. Hill Library Building and the construction of a modern annex to the old library building. The building includes a wide range of teaching facilities, including lecture rooms, studios, drafting rooms, seminar rooms, a library, and exhibit space—all aimed at extending the usefulness of the college’s School of Design.

It contains 48,000 square feet of floor space and is valued at $800,000 including $400,000 spent on renovation and construction work.

Funds for the renovation and building project were appropriated by the 1953 General Assembly. The architect was F. Carter Williams, AIA, of Raleigh, and the general contractor is Dickerson, Inc., Monroe.

F. N. THOMPSON INC.
General Contractors

Charlotte, N. C.
Tel. ED 4-4742

Raleigh, N. C.
Tel. 2-2687

Largest resort of its kind in the world!

...plus the finest convention facilities

650 luxurious, air conditioned Hotel, Motel, Apartment and Villa-accommodations with every fun-facility for your vacation enjoyment!
Private Beach, Pools, Sports, special supervised Children’s Playtown...dining rooms, cafeteria, cocktail lounges, entertainment.

FREE PARKING at your door
See your travel agent or write for color brochure and rates.
John M. Duff, Jr., Gen’l Mgr.

ON THE OCEAN AT 194th STREET, MIAMI BEACH
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GENERAL SALES MANAGER
Harry J. Benton has been ap- pointed General Sales Manager for the Hough-Wylie Company, Inc., of Charlotte. Mr. Benton has been engaged in the appliance business for more than 10 years.

NEW REPRESENTATIVE
The Georgia-Carolina Brick & Tile Company of Augusta, Ga., has announced the appointment of L. W. Howard of Columbia, S. C., as its representative for the eastern and central sections of South Carolina.

NAMED TO BOARD
T. R. Meekin of Cheraw, S. C., has been appointed by Governor George Bell Timmerman to membership on the South Carolina State Licensing Board for Contractors for a term expiring in December, 1960.

ZONE MANAGER
Watson O. Powell has been named Zone Manager at Buffa-lo, N. Y., for the Otis Elevator Company. Mr. Powell was formerly stationed in Charlotte.

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER
John R. Patton has been named District Sales Manager for Na- tional Electric Products Corpora- tion in Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Patton was formerly attached to the Charlotte sales office of the company.

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
Walter E. Barrick, Jr., of Char- lotte has been named District Sales Manager for the Tile-Tex Division of the Flintkote Com- pany of Chicago. AIA, & Shields of Rocky Mount. Mr. Shields is an associate mem- ber of the North Carolina Chap- ter, AIA.

NAMED SALES MANAGER
The appointment of Hugh S. Kimball to the position of Sales Manager has been announced by Rufus C. Barkley, President of The Cameron & Barkley Com- pany of Charleston, S. C. Mr. Kimball, a graduate of The Citad- el in Charleston, joined Cam- eron & Barkley in 1941 as sales- man.

NAMED DISTRIBUTOR
The Cameron & Barkley Com- pany of Charleston, S. C., has been appointed stocking distribu- tor for Grinnell pipe hangers and supports.

ACCEPTS POSITION
William R. Wyatt, Jr., of Rocky Mount, an architectural engin- eering graduate of Virginia Poly- technic Institute, has accepted a position with Thomas, Harles,

First Choice—Last Cost
It's real clay

Suntile

When you choose Suntile for your home you put an end to costly upkeep and maintenance—practically forever. This durable, real clay tile resists mar- ring, chipping or cracking—is so easy to clean—never needs any painting or redecorating. Year after year it will reduce your household expense. Suntile's Color-Balanced beauty and exclusive quality are built-in. Let us help you select the right colors for your bathroom, laundry or kitchen.

Let us show you why it's long term economy to select real clay Suntile.

Renfrow Distributing Co., Inc.
1820 Sunnyside Avenue
Telephone ED 4-6811
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

When limited space is a factor—consider . . .

Dina-Pak

Units open simply and easily.

Excellent for boy's room when a work ta- ble or desk is needed. Dina-Pak units are sturdy and durable.

Dina-Pak Units are available in several attractive colors. Add modern beauty to any home.

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE

Distributed by—
EDWIN C. BOYETTE & SON, INC.
216 E. Morehead St. P. O. Box 10582
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
BRANCH MANAGER

Beaman Engineering Company, Inc., Greensboro, engineers, designers and erectors of Davidson Architectural Porcelain, announces the appointment of Norman M. Torrence as Branch Manager of the firm’s Atlanta Office. Announcement was made by Bruce E. Beaman, General Manager.

A native of Richmond, Va., Torrence joined the Beaman organization in February, 1955, as a sales engineer. After specialized training in the architectural porcelain field at the factory of the manufacturers in Lima, Ohio, he worked with architects and contractors in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. As branch manager of Beaman’s Atlanta office, he will cover the states of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Florida. Torrence attended the University of Richmond and served during both World War II and the Korean conflict with the rank of Captain in the Air Force.

Beaman Engineering, a contractor for curtain and window wall construction, specializes in the engineering, design, and erection of architectural porcelain. Beaman serves the entire Southeast from offices in Atlanta, Richmond, Baltimore and Greensboro.

HEADS ASSOCIATION

Gordon L. Goodson of the Seth Lumber Company of Lincolnton was elected President of the Carolina Lumber & Building Supply Association at the annual convention of the group in Charlotte recently. Other officers include Ansel Alewine of Taylors, S. C., First Vice-President; Robert B. McClure of Charlotte, Second Vice-President; M. R. Bagnal, Jr., of Columbia, S. C., Third Vice-President; and E. M. Garner of Charlotte, Executive Secretary. Directors are J. E. Divelbiss, Jr., of Asheville; Jack J. Parks, of Fayetteville; B. E. Wilson of Rural Hall; D. Morrison Campbell of Myrtle Beach, S. C.; and Charles H. Cely of Greenville, S. C.

IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Ability to produce the best job, at the lowest cost, in the shortest possible time, are the primary factors in satisfying clients.

For twenty-three years H. L. Coble Construction Company has worked throughout the Southeast with Architects and Owners producing these results.

H. L. COBLE CONSTRUCTION CO.
GREENSBORO, N. C.
NEW PRODUCTS

PARCOLITE is a floor that is mixed and poured at the job site and consists of specially treated hardwood cubes, rubber latex, and color pigment. The actual pouring is preceded by the cementing of plastic divider strips to the structural slab in a design selected by the architect. PARCOLITE provides a floor containing the best qualities of a wood floor and a terrazzo floor without the undesirable features of either. It is a wood floor that can be installed over an ongrade concrete slab and not be effected by moisture. It will not swell and buckle during the summer months nor dry out and shrink in winter. It provides a quiet floor underfoot, resilient and easy to walk or stand on. It will not indent under heavy loads and has exceptionally long wearing qualities due to the large percentage of end grain wood in the surface of the floor. Being monolithic, smooth surface and free from joints or cracks, it is easy to maintain. Apton Industries, Inc., Box 9535, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A new value in ceiling fans is now being produced. Model 98 is an 8-inch high velocity fan unit specifically designed for convenient home service. Model 98 economically provides clean, fresh air transfer for such varied home locations as kitchens, laundry rooms, and rumpus rooms, where such service is highly desirable. It emphasizes long service, coupled with simple installation and maintenance.

This extremely versatile fan adapts readily to conventional or exposed beam interiors, and is ideal for either new or older type constructions. Its patented mounting bracket quickly adjusts the unit to fit ceilings of any thickness, with no time-consuming “framing in.”

The handsome anodized aluminum grill has generous flanges for installation over round or square rough openings. The grill fits snugly against the ceiling by means of a chrome plated thumb screw. It contains a built-in grease trap.

No tools whatsoever are needed for maintenance. Its convenient “snap-in” motor mounts permit instant removal of both fan motor and blade. Simpson Company, 1060 East 11th Street, Oakland 6, Cal.

Two new features have been added to 1956 models of Horizon sliding glass doors according to the manufacturer, Horizon Door Company, Inc., of Glendale, Cal. The new features are a massive, modern, lucite doorpull and an optional all-aluminum, adjustable frame.

Styled in opalescent lucite with black brackets, the new doorpull adds another touch of luxurious beauty to an already striking sales feature which sliding glass doors provide for homes.

The new all-aluminum frame, consisting of jambs and header, is unique in the sliding glass door industry. It has an integral nail-on fin trim and a plaster stop on the inside, and another adjustable nail-on fin trim and an adjustable siding stucco stop on the outside. The new frame with nail-on fin trim permits adjustment to any wall thickness and unusually fast installation. Horizon doors are still available with the standard kilndried fir frame with aluminum sill. Horizon Door Company, Inc., Glendale, Cal.

A low cost portable home stairway elevator that can be installed in an hour’s time without a mark or scratch on the home is now available.

Installed on a guarantee of complete satisfaction, the STAIR-GLIDE simply plugs into any household electrical outlet as simply as a radio or TV.

Workmen who never before saw a home stairway elevator can install STAIR-GLIDE with no other equipment than a screwdriver and a vise-grip. The unit consists of a narrow aluminum track (only 12” wide) which simply lays on the edge of the steps. A chair within which is enclosed all electrical and operating mechanism is directed up or down by a push button held in the rider’s hand. Stops at top and bottom are automatic.

Operated without a rider, the elevator serves as a handy dumbwaif for transporting food trays, medicines, laundry, household appliances, etc. For illustrated literature write American Stair-Glide Corporation, 7204 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City 14, Mo.
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

2501 South Boulevard
Charlotte 3, N. C.
Phone FR 6-3518

ZONOLITE
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Lightweight Insulating Products
Save Labor and Structural Steel

PLASTER AGGREGATE: for fireproofing, heat and sound reduction.
FINISH PLASTER AGGREGATE: for slick trowel finish at low cost.
STABILIZED CONCRETE AGGREGATE: for insulating, lightweight roof decks and floors.
ACOUSTICAL PLASTIC: for the lowest cost fireproof acoustical ceilings, old or new construction, .65 sound reduction at half inch thickness.
HOME INSULATION: for attics and walls; harmless, efficient.

ZONOLITE COMPANY
PLANTS AT
HIGH POINT, N. C. AND WASHINGTON, D. C.

DEWEY BROS., INC.
• Structural Steel
• Ornamental Iron
• Bar & Longspan Joists
• Miscellaneous Iron
• Metal Windows, Doors
• Building Specialties

DEWEY BROS., INC.
Goldsboro, N. C.
Grey Iron Construction Castings
Since 1885
Three models handle 3/4" to 8" diameter pipe. The hydraulic powered "SPEED-THRU" operated by one man handling two power controls, features a 2½" hydraulic powered movement of pipe that will push or pull pipe at the same speed, without turning the position of the machine, and without altering power or changing speeds. Performance records assembled during five years of development and perfecting patents, show pushes of 2" pipe as far as 186 feet with less than 8" of deviation, and average pushes of 75 feet under streets and highways in 18 to 20 minutes through hard shale and hard pack road bed.

Mercury Hydraulics, Inc., 2440 Blake Street, Denver 5, Col.

A new, heavily illustrated 16-page brochure, covering the subject of architectural porcelain and its uses, is available to architects, engineers, contractors and builders. Many detail drawings are presented, with the several types of panels available shown in color to indicate location and method of fastening. Many large photographs are included to demonstrate the virtually unlimited ways that porcelain panels can be used. Text is specific, with subjects clearly defined to assure easy reference. Detailed specifications are given for each panel cataloged.

Copies of the new brochure may be obtained from Davidson Enamel Products, Inc., 1104 East Kirby Street, Lima, Ohio.

Thalhimer's CHOOSES: SOLITE®

When only the best will do! Solite is compatible with all building materials.

Because of controlled manufacturing process, guarantees masonry units that are:

- EXTRA LIGHT — yet extra strong!
- SOUND ABSORBENT — Cut noise by 50%!
- NATURAL INSULATORS — Lower heating and cooling costs!
- CHEMICALLY INERT — Rust and stain resistant!
- FIRE PROOF — extra safe!
- UNIFORM IN TEXTURE — offer beautiful finish, both interior and exterior.

TERMITE PROOF — HOLDS NAILS WITHOUT CHIPPING!

Architects and engineers are professional advisors. Regardless of what type of construction you are interested in, consult them. They will be glad to help you build better.

IT'S ALWAYS BETTER BUILDING WITH SOLITE®

PLANTS: Aquadale, N. C. • Brevo Bluff, Va.

OFFICES:
P.O. Box 205, Richmond, Va. • P.O. Box 1843, Charlotte, N. C.

THE MARCH 1956 SOUTHERN ARCHITECT 41
We cordially invite you to visit our display rooms at our Charlotte office and see our large display of various textures and color ranges.

"Serving Charlotte and North Carolina For Over 40 Years"

KENDRICK & TILE Co., Inc.

Telephone FR 6-8465  3235 South Boulevard  Charlotte, North Carolina
Plant No. 1 Mount Holly, N. C. Plants No. 2-3-4 Monroe, N. C.

OIL AND GAS FIRED
HORIZONTAL FURNACES

The World's Most Versatile Furnace Styled for Modern Living

FOR INSTALLATION
.. IN THE ATTIC
.. IN THE UTILITY ROOM
.. UNDER THE FLOOR

FOR HEALTHFUL LIVING:
FULLY AUTOMATIC
.. ECONOMICAL
.. CLEAN
.. UNIFORM HEAT
.. SAFE

The HORIZONTAL FURNACE represents warm air heating reduced to the smallest dimension. The small overall length dimensions give sufficient space to connect ducts and elbow out of the smallest of utility rooms.
Brick cavity wall construction in combination with reinforced brick masonry proved the perfect solution in design of this church.

Working to a close budget, the designers made maximum use of the properties of both cavity and R.B.M. construction to answer the need for quiet dignity and beauty without sacrificing structural soundness.

Another example of how brick can give the owner most for his money here in the Brick Capital of the Nation.